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Name :

Collective Nouns

Choose a collective noun that best completes each sentence.

A collective noun refers to a group of people or things.

Example: A !eet of ships moved through the water.  (!eet/!ock)

4)

3) A of birds !ew in the sky.  (herd/ !ock)

2)

The director inspected the of classical books.  (collection/bouquet)

1) The of players prepared for their game.  (team/ crowd)

10)

The sings at the church.  (choir/ gang)

9)

8)

I like looking at the of stars.  (collection/ galaxy)

A of students visited the museum.  (colony/class)

The of musicians played peppy music.  (band / host)

7)

6)

5)

The old man tied the of sticks with a rope.  (herd/ bundle)

The boy was stung by  a of bees.  (swarm/pride)

The of soldiers marched down the street.  (pack/army)
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Answer Key

Choose a collective noun that best completes each sentence.

A collective noun refers to a group of people or things.

Example: A !eet of ships moved through the water.  (!eet/!ock)

4)

3) A of birds !ew in the sky.  (herd/ !ock)!ock

2)

The director inspected the of classical books.  (collection/bouquet)collection

1) The of players prepared for their game.  (team/ crowd)team

10)

The sings at the church.  (choir/ gang)choir

9)

8)

I like looking at the of stars.  (collection/ galaxy)galaxy

A of students visited the museum.  (colony/class)class

The of musicians played peppy music.  (band / host)band

7)

6)

5)

The old man tied the of sticks with a rope.  (herd/ bundle)bundle

The boy was stung by  a of bees.  (swarm/pride)swarm

The of soldiers marched down the street.  (pack/army)army
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